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Computerized: this has to do with the entering of a process, or store information in a computer information
system, Reservation: Simply means the act of keeping back, with held. From the s to s Airline Industries
invented a lot on research on how to improve the Airline Reservation System any towards the end of the s
Airlines have been able to own their private Airline Reservation System. The server operating system now
deliver the message to the client operating system, telling the cline operating system, that if access id granted
the customer should go out and use the system to reserve, book, and pay for Nwabrije Ugochukwu Emmanuel
Page 18 Nwabrije Ugochukwu Emmanuel Airline Reservation System Dec 16 flights, but if the respond given
by the server is access not granted then the server operating system would tell the client operating system to
either connect to the internet or type the website name correctly. With millions of users using this system on a
daily basis to reserve flight Airline companies stand to make a lot of profit. In this architecture the designed
web service that was implemented to follow this architecture would be uploaded to the service registry using
UDDI so that client or customer can access the web service from their local operating system. In terms of
records and data it also means a written record or promise of an arrangement by which the task or datas are
secured in advance. The network Diagram above shows how three different branches of the proposed system
scattered all over the world operate, the first branch being KL, second Abuja Nigeria, third New York
America. Fang Fang Chua et. Nwabrije Ugochukwu Emmanuel Nwabrije Ugochukwu Emmanuel Airline
Reservation System Dec 16 Finally, The Airline Reservation system allows users of the system to log into the
system, reserve flight, book flight, pay for flight, select seat, set departure airport and date, set arrival airport,
with ease. Airline industry wants to keep records of all their flights and also use this business to make profit. A
guest must contact the resort to have a reservation and it is difficult to take deposits. Wardel wrote The
Computer Reservation System function as extremely powerful and valuable distribution and marketing tools
for their airline owners. Proposed System Design: The Proposed system for this Airline Reservation system,
would allow users to reserve flight, reserve seat, select departure date and departure airport, set arrival airport,
would allow users to choose flight based on the price range of the flight and based on the time allocated for the
trip. Most undeveloped nations still make use of architecture, but this ticketing reservation architecture
requires a lot of time and effort from both the ticketing agent and the customer, while in the service oriented
architecture you can reserve flight with just a click away. In this phase the client operating systems has already
received the information or message from the server and the server stub, which shows whether the customer
can access the internet or not if the customer has internet service in his operating system then he or she can
access Airline Reservation system website, otherwise the server would send a network error to t client
operating system, or a low network coverage message to the client operating system. Customization: Most
Airline Reservation system Advertise cheap Tickets, but add taxes and surcharge to make it expensive. It does
this because the Airline Reservation Operating systems needs to be sure that the customers operating system
got the message it sent using the server stub, also server operating wanted to know if the message received by
the client operating system is still the same message the server sent. Vehicles, train e. Creativity involves
breaking out Step 7: Server stubs packs it in Message and calls local OS. The development ARS was
completed in and has been recognized as the largest data processing system in existence. Their by with an
hours interval the customers would have arrive their destination. The purpose of this article is to examine on
how the internet has impacted in the Airline and Airport industry, whilst highlighting the instant development
and advantages which internet has contributed for the overall success to the airline industry. Kaavya kuppa
Airline reservation system Department of computing and information science Kansas State University, Page 3.
Figure 5: state chart diagram Discussion. The fastest means of transportation today is by air. Dick Pere Ilaye
said that an American Airline was the first to establish an automated booking system in the year using a
system to track information and improve efficiency. Later on travels agents began pushing for a system that
could automate their side of the princess by accessing the Airline Reservation System directly to make
reservations. The main this in this step is that this is where most of the work are done, because anything the
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server replies here is what would be transmitted down to the customer operating system and then the customer.
All thanks to Global distribution system and Remote procedure calls in web services. If the messages have
been converted into what the operating system can understand then the client stub would send a message to
operating system informing the operating system about the request of the customer. Anything that has an
advantage also has a disadvantage, people log into the Airline reservation system based on the pros of the
system and most times over looks the cons of the system. If you can remember in step 8: server stub sent
similar message if not the same to the client operating system, and now server operating system is sending the
same message to the client operating system. Live Help: when users of Airline reservation system reserves
seat online , and they have any worries or Question, this worries and Question cant be attend to online, they
need an administrative advice to help them solve their problem. Furthermore the proposed system was
discussed and how the proposed system would be designed, I did made mention in the report that the proposed
system would be designed using Service oriented Architecture because it is the type of architecture used for
web based system. Definitely yes. In this step the customer of the Airline reservation system, enters the name
of the website in the http page of his or her computer. The Innovation of technology has made traveling in the
air easier for customers with airline reservation or booking just a click away. This automated booking system
endured years of development and alterations. The United Airlines were responsible for the development of
the Apollo Reservation system and shortly after the development of the Apollo Reservation system travel
agents were given access to make the use of the system. Customer ticket More than 1 customer can reserve
more than 1 ticket and Airline Reservation: Finally one airline has more than 1 flights registered to it. Flight
Ticket That one flight can have many Tickets. Easy changes: This advantage allows user to change flight any
time they want, if they want to postpone the date of their journey. Nwabrije Ugochukwu Emmanuel Nwabrije
Ugochukwu Emmanuel Airline Reservation System Dec 16 Since this is a mesh topology network, if server 1
is down, server 2 would be able to provide the same consistency and reliability needed to help transfer files, or
to help customer make ticket reservation. The diagram shows how these three branches are connected to
ensure consistency and reliability.


